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WALKERS
Information for our Customers
A walker is intended to help an individual remain mobile by providing
assistance in walking. It accomplishes this purpose by transferring some
of the functions normally performed by the legs and feet to the arms and
hands. The most important of these functions is usually weight bearing,
but others include balance as well as standing or walking stability.
If the walker was delivered to you by our representative or if you
personally picked it up from our store, our representative can adjust it
properly to your height. If a friend or family member picked it up for you, it is important to adjust
it to the proper height before using it.
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
The height of the hand grips should be such that it provides a slight bend in the elbow when you
are standing straight and holding the hand grip. A 20 to 30 degree bend in the elbow is usually
considered desirable. This can easily be achieved if you can safely stand a few moments, look
straight ahead with your shoulders squared and your arms hanging relaxed at your sides. While
you maintain this position, a family member or friend should adjust the height of your four
walker legs to place the height of the hand grips slightly above your wrists.
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO STAND IF YOU CANNOT DO SO SAFELY. You may have to
approximate the height of the walker until a later time when a more accurate fitting can be
accomplished safely. After making the height adjustment, check carefully to ensure that all four
legs are securely in the selected position.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
•

If you have had the benefit of instruction by your physician or physical therapist follow
their instructions carefully.

•

If you are using a walker for the first time it is advisable to have someone present who
can provide assistance until you become familiar with its use.

•

You should follow slightly behind the walker, taking care not to step all the way into the
front of the walker frame. Doing so could result in the loss of balance or the tendency to
fall forward. Instead, you should lift the walker and place it forward so that the rear legs
are a few inches ahead. You should then step forward so that your legs are about even
with the rear of the walker. This procedure keeps the walker steadily ahead, providing
four stable legs on which to lean, if necessary.

•

Never use walker on stairs. Always use stair handrails.

•

Unless your walker is equipped with Rear Wheel Brakes, use wheels on the front legs
only (wheels on outside of the walker).

•

Always be careful when using walker in areas with throw rugs, cords, uneven floors, or
when flooring changes from carpet to linoleum/hardwood/tile. When these obstacles are
present, lift up slightly on walker to avoid walker legs or wheels from getting caught.

•

Do not use this walker in pools, showers, or other water environment, as this can cause
corrosion damage to the walker and possible injury to the user.

•

Do not exceed the maximum weight capacity intended for this product (300lbs for adult
& junior walkers, 650lbs for heavy duty walker).

